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Problem
What

Problem(s)

Large number of flight delays and cancelations

When

Date

Starting August 8, 2016
Fire at data center
Delta, flights worldwide
Travel on commercial planes

Different, unusual, unique
Facility, site

Where

Task being performed

Starting August 8, 2016, thousands of travelers were stranded worldwide after widespread
cancelations and delays of Delta Air Lines flights. The disruptions continued over several days and
the impacts lingered even longer. The flight issues made headlines around the globe and the
financial impact to the company was significant.

Thousands of customer travel plans impacted

Customer Service

Economic
Production/Schedule
Labor/ Time

Customers unable to get accurate flight info
Significant financial impact to company
Thousands of flights canceled or delayed
Investigation, response to issue required

"A power outage in Atlanta, which began at approximately 2:30 a.m. ET, has
impacted Delta computer systems and operations worldwide, resulting in flight
delays.”
- Delta Press Release
Cause Mapping is a Root Cause Analysis method that captures basic
cause-and-effect relationships supported with evidence.

At least the third computer malfunction that has
resulted in flight cancelations this year

Frequency

Cause Mapping

Analysis

Problem Solving • Incident Investigation • Root Cause Analysis

Basic Level Cause Map - An investigation can start by simply asking 5 why questions. Continue asking why questions to dig deeper
and add more detail to the Cause Map.

Customer
Service Goal
Impacted

Why?

Thousands of
customers travel
plans impacted

Why?

Thousands of
flights canceled
or delayed

Why?

More Detailed Cause Map - Add detail as information becomes available.

Customer
Service Goal
Impacted

Economic Goal
Impacted

Significant
financial impact
to company
Evidence: Delta offered
refunds for passengers on
flights that were canceled
or significantly delayed;
travelers were also allowed
to make a one-time change
to tickets without a fee.

Customers
unable to get
accurate flight
info

System-wide
computer
outage

Why?

Airline data
center lost
power

Production/
Schedule Goal
Impacted

Customer
Service Goal
Impacted

Investigation,
response to
issue required

Thousands of
customers travel
plans impacted

Problem

What's the
Problem?

Step 2.2

Analysis

Why did it
happen?

Step 3.3

Solutions

Small fire

What will be
done?

- Delta Air Lines CEO Ed Bastian
Primary power
source lost

Solution:

Effect

Evidence: During the
time period that the
flights were canceled
and delayed, the
website continued to
state all flights were
on time.

Cause
Evidence:

System wide
System-wide
computer
outrage

Evidence: More than
2,100 flights
canceled.

Why?

Step 1. 1

"We did not believe, by any means, that we had this type of vulnerability.”

Thousands of
flights canceled
or delayed

Labor/ Time
Goal Impacted

Cause Map

Small fire causes system-wide computer outage

Impact to the Goals

2

Thousands of flights canceled

AND

Computers
systems needed
to keep flights on
schedule
Evidence: For example,
computer systems are used
to process check-ins,
conduct boarding, dispatch
the aircraft and for crew and
gate assignments.

Cascading
computer
system issues

Airline data
center lost
power

Design of airline
computer
systems

Electrical
component
failed

Small fire
Evidence: Statements
by Delta spokesman.

AND

Backup power
not connected to
all servers
AND

Transformer
shut down

Evidence: The
Company hasn't
released information
on the component
that failed.

?
Evidence: The
company hasn't
released information
explaining why all
systems were not
connected to the
backup power supply.

Why?
Effect

Cause

NOTE: Read the Cause Map from left to right with the
phrase "Was Caused By" in place of each arrow.

For a free copy of our Root Cause Analysis Template in Microsoft
Excel, used to create this page, visit our web site.

Investigate Problems. Prevent Problems.
Houston, Texas

281-412-7766
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